A series of cobalt-doped bismuth molybdates were synthesized and investigated using X-ray powder diffraction, transmission electron microscopy and impedance spectroscopy. 
Introduction
The unique properties of the Bi +3 ion (high polarisability, ability to form both symmetric and very asymmetric coordinations, electrochemical activity) give rise to a variety of structures and features of bismuth-based materials. Bi 2 O 3 -MoO 3 is one of the most widely studied bismuth oxide systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] due to the exclusive selective catalytic properties of bismuth molybdenum oxides [6] [7] [8] [9] . The basic bismuth molybdate Bi 2 MoO 6 has three polymorphic modifications [10] . The low temperature form (L(γ)-Bi 2 MoO 6 ) is a layered Aurivillius-type phase built of alternating (Bi 2 O 2 ) ∞ and (MoO 4 ) ∞ layers, where the latter are composed of MoO 6 distorted octahedra [11] . At 843 K L(γ)-Bi 2 MoO 6 transforms reversibly into the intermediate Aurivillius-type phase I(γ″)-Bi 2 MoO 6 with Mo-O layers consisting of MoO 4 tetrahedra [12] . An irreversible phase transition from the I(γ″)-phase to the H(γ′)-phase takes place at 877 K. The high temperature H(γ′)-Bi 2 MoO 6 form has a fluorite-related network of cations with infinite channels of Bi-O polyhedra surrounded by MoO 4 tetrahedra [13, 14] . Bi-rich members of the Bi 2 O 3 -MoO 3 system are less studied compared to the Bi 2 MoO 6 -based compounds. The most interesting compound in this part of the phase diagram is Bi 26 Mo 10 O 69−δ [15, 16] , which is isostructural to Bi(Bi 12 O 14 )Mo 4 VO 20 [17] . It consists of infinite (Bi 12 O 14 ) n 8n+ columns, surrounded by (Mo,V)O 4 tetrahedra and isolated Bi atoms. Substitution of Mo and Bi by metals (Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb, W, V, etc.) was studied in several works [17, 18] . Bi 26 Mo 10 O 69−δ and solid solutions are promising onedimensional oxygen ion electrolytes and the substitution leads to a significant change of conductive properties both for better and for worse in comparison with the values of the electroconductivity of the parent compound. The present work is devoted to the synthesis and the structural characterization of cobalt-substituted bismuth molybdates, and to establishing the relation between structural features and electrconductive properties of the obtained compounds. Substitution of bismuth and molybdenum is made possible by the closeness of the ionic radii of Co, Bi, and Mo in different coordinations: r Bi ¼1.17 Å, r Co ¼ 0.9 Å when the coordination number (c.n.) is equal to 8, and r Co ¼ 0.58 Å, r Mo ¼0.41 Å when c.n. ¼4 [19] .
Material and methods
In the present work the Bi 1 [15, 23] as starting models, respectively. Neutron powder diffraction patterns were collected on the D7A diffractometer (λ¼ 1.5277 Å) at IVV-2M (Zarechnyi, Russia) in the 2θ range 1.301-126.001 with a step of 0.051 and used to refine the positions of the oxygen atoms.
The grain size of the powders was estimated by a nanoparticle size analyzer (Shimadzu SALD-7101). Differential thermal analysis was performed on a STA 409 PC Luxx Netzsch thermoanalyzer in the temperature range 290-1070 K with alumina as a standard. The conductivity measurements were carried out in the temperature range 1070-470 K using Elins Z-2000 and Elins Z-3000 impedance spectrometers. For this purpose the powders were pressed into pellets, annealed at 1190 K during 24 h and covered with platinum. The morphology of the obtained powders and their chemical composition were studied using a Gemini Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a X-max 50 mm 2 SDD energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector. Chemical analysis of the samples was realized by atomic emission spectral analysis of dissolved powders of bismuth molybdates at ICAP 6500 (Thermo Sci).
The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study was performed using a FEI (S)TEM Titan 80-300 microscope, operated at 300 kV. For the TEM study an ethanol suspension of the Bi 12.8 Co 0.2 Mo 5 O 34 7 δ sample was prepared and kept in an ultrasonic bath for 5 min and then a drop of this suspension was put onto a holey carbon film supported on a Cu grid. Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 1 . The final structure is represented in Fig. 2 . A decrease of the a, с and β unit cell parameters in comparison with the parent is observed. The same tendency also occurs in some other bismuth molybdates with the B13 crystal structure type, for example PbBi 12 Mo 5 O 34 [23] . This phenomenon can be explained either by the smaller radius of cobalt or by the absence of the ns 2 isolated electron pair in the cobalt atom.
Results and discussion
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were indexed in a monoclinic unit cell with parameters: a≈ 11.9 Å, b≈5.84 Å, c≈24.8 Å, β≈102.31, which is in agreement with the XRPD data. The analysis of the extinction conditions (h 0 l: l¼ 2n; 0 0 l: l ¼2n) point towards two possible space groups: Pn (7) and P2/n (13). The appearance of the forbidden reflections 0 0 l (l¼ 2n) on the [1 0 0] n pattern is due to double diffraction; this is seen by the fact that the reflections disappear when rotating the crystal away from the perfect orientation around this axis (Fig. 3) . Weak lines of diffuse scattering along the c n direction observed in most of the SAED patterns indicate the presence of disorder in this compound.
A high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of Bi 12.8 Co 0.2 Mo 5 O 34 7 δ obtained along the [0 1 0] axis is shown in Fig. 4 , the intense white reflections correspond to the voids in the structure; this is confirmed by the simulated image. Neutron powder diffraction data were used to refine the positions of the oxygen atoms. Significant changes in molybdenum-oxygen polyhedra were observed. In contrast to the structure of the parent compound Bi13 which consists of symmetric regular tetrahedra, the structure of the cobalt-doped molybdate consists of distorted octahedra and tetrahedra. Distortions of the Mo-O polyhedra are not equivalent for different molybdenum positions. Mo1 and Mo2 atoms: tetrahedral, distorted octahedral and asymmetric triangular pyramidal (which can be described as an octahedron with one epical and one axial oxygen vacancy). As a result such structural flexibility is responsible for the increase of the quantity of structural oxygen vacancies (or vacant interstitial site of oxygen) or increase of oxygen vacancies mobility, which improves the electrical conductivity of these compounds ( n Neutron powder diffraction data. However, formal substitution of molybdenum or bismuth by cobalt is considered to be a more complex process, which can include a substitution of the isolated bismuth atoms by cobalt with subsequent replacement of molybdenum atoms by the very same bismuth atoms. This process is possible due to the formation of the distorted [BiO 3 E] tetrahedra in the structure of doped bismuth molybdates (E is the 6s 2 isolated electron pair of bismuth [17, 24] Probably in the future this phenomenon will be confirmed by using IR spectroscopy.
Conductivity and characteristics of the ceramic samples
The synthesized complex oxides can be used as materials for electrochemical devices. The main requirements for these materials are: the formation of the bulk ceramics with low thermal expansion coefficients, absence of phase transitions and high values of the electrical conductivity in the range of operating temperatures.
Changes in sample mass and thermal effects for the Bi 13 Mo 4.8 -Co 0.2 O 34−δ were studied by Differential Thermal analysis and Differential Scanning Calorimetry in the 300-1120 K temperature range. No phase effects were observed; it indicates the absence of phase transitions and decomposition processes of complex oxides in the above-mentioned temperature range in air, indicating stability a monoclinic modification. A dilatometer was used to determine the thermal expansion coefficient. The value of 14 Â 10 −6 K −1 found for mentioned compound, which is typical for ceramics. The absence of phase transitions in the sample has been also confirmed.
The particle sizes of the synthesized powders lie in the range of 1-10 μm. After the final annealing of the powders pellets were formed and annealed at 1123 K for 12 h. Scanning microscopy shows essential grain growth. Large grains (about hundreds of microns) and isolated spherical pores are seen in Fig. 5 , indicating the formation of bulk ceramics.
Two pieces of pellets were coated with platinum and subjected to impedance spectroscopy in the range of 1123-523 K. shows examples of complex plane plots for Bi 13 Mo 4.8 Co 0.2 O 34−δ at different temperatures. This shape of complex plane plots is typical for all studied compositions. Equivalent electrical circuits for the processes taking place over a certain temperature range were selected using the Zview software (Version 2.6b, Scribner Associates, Inc.).
At relatively low temperatures (300-500 1C), one can see on the complex plane plot a first semicircle turning into a fragment of a second semicircle, which turns into a line. The slope of this line is close to 451. In the low-temperature region the circuit is a series connection of resistances R1, R2, in parallel with the associated elements CPE1, CPE2, and a shot Warburg diffusion element W1 (Fig. 7a) . The CPE-like elements in the equivalent circuit are the constant phase elements. The resistance R1 and the element CPE1 correspond to the bulk conductivity of the sample. Parallel connection of R2 and CPE2 corresponds to the grain boundary conductivity and the sum of R1 and R2 corresponds to the total resistance of the sample. Thus, the conductivity of the polycrystalline sample at low temperatures was calculated according to the R1+R2 value. The Warburg element Ws describes the processes at the electrodes including diffusion and the electrochemical process on the surface. The orders of magnitude for the CPE1 and CPE2 "capacitances" are equal to 10 −11 and 10 −6 F, respectively. Therefore we can assign them to the grain boundary conductivity and the electrochemical process, respectively [25] . When increasing the temperature, the processes of diffusion and oxygen adsorption on the electrodes are simplified, and the Warburg diffusion element disappears from the equivalent circuit (Fig. 7b) . This is why at moderate temperatures the complex plane plots look like a semicircle of smaller radius, turning into a semicircle of large radius (Fig. 6b) .
At high temperatures the smaller semicircle can be described by a/the R2 and CPE1 connection and corresponds to the grain boundary conductivity. The semicircle of volume conductivity disappears and the volume resistance is characterized only by the value of R1. Thus, the sum of R1 and R2 characterize the total resistance of the sample. The "capacitance" of CPE1 is about 10 −11 F, which is typical for oxide systems. Parallel connection of R3 and CPE2 describes electrochemical processes at the electrodes, which cannot be detected at low temperatures because of the domination of diffusion processes. A significant increase of the electrical conductivity for single-phase doped compounds with respect to the matrix compound is revealed. This phenomenon is well correlated with the theoretical increase of oxygen vacancies shown by neutron diffraction studies. Concentration and temperature dependences of electrical conductivity are presented in Fig. 8a and b . It was found that substitution of molybdenum by cobalt led to higher values of electrical conductivity than the substitution of the same quantity of bismuth by cobalt. Probably, the doping at the molybdenum sublattice is more effective due to the transition of isolated bismuth atoms into the molybdenum sublattice and the formation of BiO 3 E tetrahedra. For example, Bastide et al. [26] assumed that the isolated 6s 2 electron pair of isolated bismuth atom prevents oxygen diffusion and extraction of the atom from an isolated position increases the electrical conductivity. However, the increase of conductivity is a short-term effect, as with an increase of dopant concentration the second phase appears and a significant decrease of the electrical conductivity is observed. The values of activation energy and conductivity at various temperatures for the studied bismuth molybdates and certain materials are compared in Table 5 . It is seen that in the temperature range 670-770 K these materials can rival with conventional oxygen-ion conductors. At the same time the high quality of ceramics makes the investigated materials promising as electrolytes for electrochemical devices.
Conclusion
In this study, we have synthesized the cobalt-substituted bismuth molybdates with general formulae Bi 1−х Co x [Bi 12 O 14 ] 
